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Abstract9

The relationship between corporate monetary and Inkind donations and tax incentives is not10

apparent” hidden” and can only be deduced through the hypothetical comparison. This11

relationship may be a justification for the lack of scientific contributions on this relationship,12

as well as accounting standards that govern how to disclose that relationship in the reports13

and financial statements. This relationship also justifies the corporations’ insistence on using14

the same usual method of disclosing such donations. The careful analysis of the relationship-15

based on the hypothetical comparison, between endowments ”grants” and tax incentives, will16

confirm the existence of the following two facts: ( 1 ) There is a mandatory partnership17

between corporations and government. According to this partnership, the government is a18

forced partner ” obliged partner ”; ( 2 ) Achieving economic gains ”tax savings” for19

corporations. Achieving economic gains means that the value of donations paid does not20

reflect the value of real sacrifices incurred by corporations because of those tax gains. Since21

the usual method of disclosing donations is an old and undeveloped, this means that it will22

not include any explanation about the effects of that relationship. Therefore, the usual23

method of disclosing donations can be considered deficient and does not meet the24

requirements of comprehensive ” full ” disclosure. To address this deficiency through the25

development of the process of accounting disclosure of donations in the presence of that26

relationship to be in line with the standards and requirements of the comprehensive ” full ”27

disclosure, this study developed a vision on how to disclose those donations in the reports and28

financial statements. This vision will contribute to improving the quality of the corporate29

social performance evaluation process due of the objective data that is not misleading and30

”deceptive” that can be provided by the full disclosure of such contributions.31

32

Index terms— corporate philanthropy33

1 Introduction34

eople have been and continue to help each other since human life began on this earth, and since human societies35
have emerged and have taken their place in existence. Religious faith throughout the ages and the succession of36
times and generations has had the obvious impact on the urging and motivating people to help each other” the37
rich people help the poor ,and the strong people support the weak.” As a result of” the development of life, the38
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2 II. LITERATURE REVIEW A) THE CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY (CSR)

emergence of modern countries with their modern institutions, terrible population explosions, the multiplicity of39
social and economic problems, the emergence of market competition” competitive market” among corporations,40
with new requirements previously unknown, the emergence of roles and strong influences for stakeholders, that41
are not known in the past, the emergence of non-profit organizations and charities, the emergence of laws that42
did not exist in the past, and governments are unable to meet the needs of their people in a satisfactory manner43
for their peoples,” the donations of corporations and businessmen have become one of the tools used to solve44
many problems within those communities, and they have become one of the tools to gain the satisfaction and45
loyalty of the stakeholders for gaining competitive advantage-and that is why corporations and businessmen are46
interested in disclosing these donations in all media. Given the importance of donations and their effective role47
in social and economic development within societies, governments in most countries of the world developed a set48
of laws to regulate donation activities, which also include tax incentives to encourage donors to pay attention to49
charitable activities. However, this development was not accompanied by a similar development in the process of50
accounting disclosure of those contributions, especially about the hidden (invisible/can be deduced) relationship51
between donations and tax incentives.52

kind donations and tax incentives is not apparent” hidden” and can only be deduced through the hypothetical53
comparison. This relationship may be a justification for the lack of scientific contributions on this relationship, as54
well as accounting standards that govern how to disclose that relationship in the reports and financial statements.55
This relationship also justifies the corporations’ insistence on using the same usual method of disclosing such56
donations. The careful analysis of the relationship-based on the hypothetical comparison, between endowments57
”grants” and tax incentives, will confirm the existence of the following two facts: ( 1 ) There is a mandatory58
partnership between corporations and government. According to this partnership, the government is a forced59
partner ” obliged partner ”; ( 2 ) Achieving economic gains ”tax savings” for corporations. Achieving economic60
gains means that the value of donations paid does not reflect the value of real sacrifices incurred by corporations61
because of those tax gains. Since the usual method of disclosing donations is an old and undeveloped, this means62
that it will not include any explanation about the effects of that relationship. Therefore, the usual method of63
disclosing donations can be considered deficient and does not meet the requirements of comprehensive ” full ”64
disclosure. To address this deficiency through the development of the process of accounting disclosure of donations65
in the presence of that relationship to be in line with the standards and requirements of the comprehensive ”66
full ” disclosure, this study developed a vision on how to disclose those donations in the reports and financial67
statements. This vision will contribute to improving the quality of the corporate social performance evaluation68
process due of the objective data that is not misleading and ”deceptive” that can be provided by the full disclosure69
of such contributions. followed, and it is binding. Informal ”unofficial disclosure is publicity and advertisement70
in the known means of advertising. It is not binding and is not regulated by certain criteria.71

Users of financial statements and social performance evaluators may be fooled by published ance of72
corporations.73

2 II. Literature Review a) The Corporate Social Responsibility74

(CSR)75

The idea of CSR is nothing new. The new is the evolution that has occurred in the content of its thought over76
time. Social Responsibility of corporations -which means the need to conduct business in a socially responsible77
manner, evolved from an era of philanthropic initiatives to an epoch of strategies and policies that meet the78
demands and ambitions of the communities in which they operate. CSR was no more than charitable actions79
”initiatives” by employers to help workers and the poor. And with the emergence of trade unions and social80
pressures, corporations began to pay attention to improving working conditions. With the advent of competition81
among corporations and consumer protection organizations, corporations have been and continue to pay great82
attention to consumer protection. And with the growing phenomenon of environmental pollution which is caused83
by industrial processes, and the emergence of environmental protection organizations, As well, political and social84
pressures, corporations have begun to pay more attention to ecological protection. Last but not least, and with85
the emergence of sustainable development ideas, corporations have become aware of the importance of achieving86
their objectives by adhering to the requirements of sustainable development, which takes into account the rights87
of living of present and future generations on Planet Earth.88

People often hear and read through the familiar media such as ”television, radio, social networks, newspapers,89
magazines and advertising posters” about donations of corporations and businessmen, without the awareness90
of most people that, these propaganda campaigns are a kind of disclosure of the social performance of those91
corporations and businessmen” It is said that Mark has donated $ 1 million to build a school in New York State.”92
Often, those advertisements and disclosures are deceptive” misleading” because they ignore the real sacrifice93
incurred by corporations and businessmen (the value of donations -the value of tax savings), and the mandatory94
partnership of government in these charitable activities(where these contributions” donations” contribute to95
reducing the value of the tax invoice payable and thus reducing the government revenues from taxes). In the96
presence of tax incentives, according to the researcher’s belief, the disclosure of these donations, while ignoring97
the tax savings and real sacrifice, is considered to be contrary to the principle of transparency and adequate98
presentation of data and financial information. The nondisclosure of tax savings and real sacrifice is what can99
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be called misleading or incomplete disclosure. The correct advertising” disclosure” is,” It is said that Mark has100
donated $ 1 million (without deducting tax incentive value gained in favor of the donor) to build a school in New101
York State.” Advertising in an honest manner has never happened in practical life. And will not be expected to102
happen in the future.103

people is contrary to the principle of transparency in the presentation of data and financial information.104
Disclosure of social performance is the means by which evaluators can evaluate the extent to which corporations105

are committed to their social responsibility towards all stakeholders. The corporate social cost is one of the most106
important elements of the evaluation process and as one of its requirements, which depends on it to a large extent107
in the process of extracting findings. Donations as a class of those costs must be subject to a comprehensive108
disclosure process, because that donations may hide behind it many unwanted behaviors. The researcher believes109
that the process of disclosing donations should include the real sacrifice incurred by the donors when there are110
tax incentives. Always corporations -to gain loyalty and satisfaction of stakeholders, disclose the values paid as111
donations without addressing” without referring to” the real values of those contributions to amplify the numbers112
to fool people. Amplifying the numbers to deceive and untreated figures on corporate donations in reports and113
financial statements. Whereas the presentation of financial data on donations without addressing tax savings-114
resulting from such expenditures, will show exaggerated figures and then the results will be misleading. And if115
these tax savings were excluded” deducted ” from those expenditures, the value of those expenditures will appear116
less than what was paid; this may be undesirable for corporations that are looking for anything that strengthens117
their position in the society in which they operate. As corporations want to improve their image within their118
communities through the total figures of those expenditures without treatment or reduction. Amplifying the119
numbers may be inconsistent with the principle of transparency in the presentation of data and information.120
Thus, this requirement may be problematic for corporations when disclosing their social performance. This121
study will discuss this issue and show how to address this problem in theory, in line with the comprehensive122
”full” disclosure concept of the social performance of corporations. responsibility and CSR; the first is considered123
one of the components of the second; it contributed to its development. Development does not only include the124
concept of CSR but also encompassed the connotation of philanthropy -as one of its components, to transform125
from a mere practice into an effective strategy.126

From charity to strategic philanthropy: This notion contends that organizations should find social needs that127
align with their particular expertise (or core competencies). For example, it would seem to make little sense for128
a computer manufacturer to spend funds on building homeless shelters. This view is not to suggest that the129
computer manufacturer should not engage in philanthropy, but rather that” better than that” when it does so, it130
should engage in an activity or issue closer to its area of expertise. Companies that focus on the causes in their131
area of expertise will almost certainly be more efficient at addressing social needs (Wyk, 2011: 65).132

There are many definitions of CSR with similar meanings. In this study, the researcher has developed a133
definition that includes almost all those meanings. The researcher defines CSR in its general sense as follows:134
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) means exercising economic activities with legal guidance and ethical135
behavior by corporations when achieving their desired goals that ensure the growth and continuity for them.136
Taking into account compliance with the following requirements: Contributing to the continuation of life and137
improving its quality, and achieving prosperity on the planet Earth for present and future generations; not to138
inflict material and moral damage on others, and fruitful interaction with them to achieve common interests, and139
taking into account that they are an important and irreplaceable part to ensure the process of their continuation140
and achievement of their objectives; Commitment to everything that makes life organized in the environment in141
which they work.142

3 b) Corporate Philanthropic Responsibilities143

If a company can meet all of its other responsibilities (Economic, Legal and Ethical), it can begin to face144
philanthropic responsibilities. Philanthropic responsibilities are responsibilities that go above and beyond what145
is normally required or what the company believes is right. They involve making an effort to benefit society-146
for example, by donating services to community organizations, engaging in projects to aid the environment or147
voluntary financial contributions to charitable causes ??Scilly, n.d ).148

The philanthropic responsibilities are the voluntary responsibilities of the enterprise. They reflect the current149
expectations of the public towards the enterprise ??Grigore, 2010: 170 ). Corporate philanthropy includes150
all forms of business giving. Corporate philanthropy embraces business’s voluntary or discretionary activities.151
Philanthropy or business giving may not be a responsibility in a literal sense, but it is normally expected by152
businesses today and is a part of the everyday expectations of the public. Certainly, the quantity and nature153
of these activities are voluntary or discretionary. They are guided by a business’s desire to participate in social154
activities that are not mandated, not required by law, and not generally expected of business in an ethical sense.155
Having said that, some businesses do give partially out of an ethical motivation. That is, they want to do156
what is right for society. The public does have a sense that businesses will ”give back,” and this constitutes the157
”expectation” aspect of the responsibility. When one examines the social contract between business and society158
today, it typically is found that the citizenry expects businesses to be good corporate citizens just as individuals159
are. To fulfill its perceived philanthropic responsibilities, companies engage in a variety of giving forms -gifts160
of monetary resources, product and service donations, volunteerism by employees and management, community161
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7 II. TAX EVASION

development and any other discretionary contribution to the community or stakeholder groups that make up the162
community ??Carroll, 2016: 4).163

The researcher defines Philanthropic responsibility as a component of CSR as follows: it is a set of the initiatives164
that includes philanthropic ”material and non-material donations” that contribute to improving the quality of165
life within the communities in which they operate, which is voluntarily provided by corporations without any166
legal coercion. This result in response to the aspirations of contemporary societies and their urgent desires to167
develop the role of corporations to be the ideal partner who will bear part of their worries and problems due to168
the inability of governments -in most countries of the world, to meet all the needs of their contemporary societies169
and achieve all their aspirations.170

4 c) Corporate Philanthropy/Corporate Giving/Corporate Do-171

nation172

Philanthropy is a term connected with the American tradition of charitable giving. At first, it was associated173
with a person-philanthropist, but today the term corporate philanthropy is more developed, meaning the business174
sector’s voluntary giving (Mihaljevi? and Toki?, 2015: 804). Philanthropy stems from the Greek word which175
means love of humanity. Popular interpretations today refer to private initiatives for the public good (J. W.176
Gardner) or initiatives directed at the improvement in the quality of human life (Robert Bremner). Colloquially,177
philanthropy is the most commonly used interchangeably with charitable giving.178

-WINGS ??John et al., 2017: 136). Corporate philanthropy is the act of corporations donating a portion of179
their profits or resources to various non-profit organizations ??Madrakhimova, 2013:125). This definition may180
be consistent with the laws in some countries that require181

5 Global Journal of Management and Business Research182

Volume XIX Issue II Version I Year 2019 ( ) D the payment of donations to non-profit organizations to prevent183
fraud and deception. This definition is limited, it excludes direct donations to poor people, completion of some184
public projects such as building schools and hospitals, etc. as well as non-material help for the public good”185
volunteer work,” unless the laws of the State so require, where the public interest so requires. Here, nonprofits186
will play the role of mediator. Another definition is the use of discretionary financial and human resources for187
primarily public benefit while recognizing that the impact might also accrue for the company’s shareholders188
and employees ??John et al. , 2017: 133). The researcher defines corporate philanthropy\giving\a donation as189
follows: It is all material donations” money, assets and goods” and non-material ”services,” which are provided190
to non-profit organizations or the poor and the needy or for the public good to improve the quality of life in the191
community. These donations may result in the achievement benefits for corporations such as exemptions and192
tax incentives, in addition to enhancing the competitive advantage. There is increasing interest by corporations193
in their philanthropic responsibility, especially in developed countries, where many studies have shown that194
corporate giving has been on the rise in recent years. For example, a study on corporate donations in the United195
States in 2005 has shown that 62 biggest companies in the U.S. gave $8.4 billion last year, an increase of 14%196
from 2004. Also, 87% of the companies surveyed indicated that they have an employee volunteer program, with197
44% of them offering paid time off to employees who volunteer (Man, 2006:1; Perry, 2006). The global survey198
of CSR spending over the period 2011 -2013 by Dattani et al. (2015) revealed that the top 10 most generous199
companies worldwide gave US$ 17.7 trillion towards CSR spending annually. An estimated 28 percent of this200
sum (nearly US$5 trillion) was in the form of grants rather than in-kind donations or volunteering ??John et al.201
, 2017: 18 ).202

6 What Might be Hidden behind the Corporate Monetary and203

in-Kind Donations?204

Donations may be a stone for more than a bird ”more than a purpose.” They may hide behind them many205
unwanted behaviors in addition to legitimate purposes. The purpose of the donation depends on the intentions206
of the donor. In general, donations can be a tool to achieve the following purposes: i. Embezzlement ”Collusive207
Embezzlement” Donations may use as a means of embezzlement through the collusion ”conspiracy” of both208
the management of the corporation and the recipient of the donations” a charity\charitable organization.” This209
immoral behavior occurs as a result of the following factors: (1) Separation of ownership from management; (2) A210
malicious administration manages the affairs of the corporation; (3) Weak internal and external control systems211
; (4) Excessive trust given to management.212

7 ii. Tax Evasion213

Through subsidies received for false declarations of charitable donations. Taxpayers in many developed countries214
can deduct grants to charities from their income tax and reduce their tax liabilities by reporting higher cash or gift215
donations (e.g., clothes, cars) to charities than they have actually made, and thus evade income tax(Nell,n.d.:7).216
The contributions of the corporations may be one of the tools of economic crimes such as tax evasion and217
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smuggling of money, etc. In Russia, the law was far imperfect, as stated by many educated people in the issues218
of taxation. In the early 2000s, the government began to deal with this state of affairs as a result of the abolition219
of many benefits for donors. Before a period of directing up to 5% of their income to charity, this legislation220
establishes that donation by firms and organizations can only occur at the expense of net profit. The Ministry221
of Finance has decided that companies providing charitable activities through the provision of free services or222
delivery of goods are exempted from VAT, but payments to the state treasury are not reduced. To avoid the223
transfer of funds through bogus charities against government charity, double taxation was introduced. According224
to the Tax Code of the Russian Federation, donation recipients have to pay income tax, but people can avoid225
it if they obtain a grant in the field of education, science, culture and art ??Madrakhimova, 2013: 128). On 5226
December 2015, Al-Sharq Al-Awsat published an article entitled” Donations by America’s billionaires: Are they227
donations or tax avoidance?”. This article discussed the suspicions surrounding the America’s billionaires, the228
policy of ”giving by the right hand and taking by the left hand” and the economic benefits that will be gained229
by those billionaires (Al-Kholi, 2015).230

8 iii. Political Gains231

Acquisition of the influence of the government and its administrative agencies and use that influence to pressure232
the government to make decisions in favor of the donor corporations. Philanthropy may be a way for political233
businessmen\Businesswomen to gain power, where their charitable work will help to show them as good men who234
are good at managing their country’s affairs. ??ertrand et al. in their study in 2018 in the USA, their empirical235
results implied that 8.8 percent of corporate charitable giving is politically motivated.236

9 iv. Tax Incentives237

In many countries, charitable contributions benefit from a favorable tax treatment that may take the form of a238
deduction from taxable income or of a tax credit. Recently, these tax incentives have been further promoted by239
the governments of several European countries, as a way to increase private funding for fields ,May 2010:117).240
”Charitable giving by individuals and businesses is an important source of funding for nonprofit organizations.241
These charitable donations are influenced by various factors. For donors in the state of Michigan.” Some of the242
more common reasons to give to nonprofits are to help others, to support an organization or cause they believe243
in, and felt it is morally obligatory to contribute.” While these factors vary for each individual or business,244
research indicates that tax implications influence the size of the donation. Donors receive economic benefit from245
a reduction in the amount of paid taxes. The motivation to reduce taxes by contributing to a nonprofit is known246
in economic terms as a tax incentive. The most common tax incentives are either tax deductions or tax credits,247
as in the USA ”(Enders, n. d). In developed countries, governments have recognized the importance of donations248
to charities or nonprofit organizations in solving many social problems and also to encourage corporations to249
continue their noble activities ”humanitarian and charitable works.” Many tax-related laws have been reformed250
and improved in those countries, while in other countries -especially in developing countries -claims are still251
increasing the need to amend the tax laws to be consistent with charity. The United Kingdom, the United252
States, Canada, and Australia, since the beginning of their income tax regimes, have all permitted a deduction or253
tax credit for gifts to certain public purpose organizations. In the last decade all these countries have used policy254
measures such as nonprofit fundraising capacity building, publicity campaigns, and tax incentives to encourage255
philanthropy ?? vi. Improving the Quality of Life Corporate philanthropy is a key component of a corporation’s256
broader social responsibility, and includes cash gifts, product donations, and employee volunteerism. It serves as257
a major link between the corporation and its communities. Corporations support their communities in numerous258
ways-foundation giving, providing local volunteers, donating goods and services, and even pro bono assistance259
(without charge). Corporations work hard to help improve the quality of life in their communities and have a260
strong sense of responsibility to the people in their communities(JA Worldwide\online). Donations provided by261
corporations to non-profit organizations are often used to achieve the following goals: (1) Contributing to solving262
the social problems of certain categories of people within communities such as orphans, elders, alcoholics and263
drug abusers, etc. (2) Economic assistance to the poor and needy within communities.264

(3) Combating some negative phenomena within societies and correction of deviant behaviors. (4) Supporting265
public attitudes that are in the interest of society. ( ??) Supporting public awareness and educational programs266
on some issues within societies. ( ??) Combating all types of pollution ”environmental/ moral/noise, etc.”267
resulting from economic and technical developments. (7) Completing some other projects such as construction,268
maintenance, and development which are in the interest of society. Certainly, these achievements will contribute269
to improving the quality of life within these communities.270

10 vii. Distracting the Attention of the Public Opinion on a271

Particular Issue272

Through charitable donations and using excessive media propaganda, some corporations try to distract the273
public opinion about some of the scandals and immoral practices they have committed, or due to the nature of274
harmful products produced by those corporations” such as the tobacco and alcohol industry,” or as a result of275
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13 A) TAX TREATMENT METHODS OF CORPORATE MONETARY AND

environmental damage caused by those corporations, in order to alleviate the anger of the public towards those276
corporations in an attempt to convince the public that they are good citizens, their benefits for the society”277
financial support provided by them” are more than their harms. f Inventory III.278

11 Income Tax and CSR279

Income tax is a key source of funds that the government uses to fund its activities and serve the public. That funds280
of the taxes are part of the revenues of the state government; without that funds the government cannot manage281
the state affairs. As is well known, the government uses that funds to pay staff salaries in the public sector,282
constructing of the schools, hospitals, roads and bridges, parks, etc. therefore, corporations must be committed283
to supply ”pay” the values of taxes to the tax administration\IRS. That commitment comes from the reality284
of the legal responsibility of corporations to the community and its institutions. Also, non-compliance with tax285
laws and tax evasion by corporations means facing sanctions by the like education, research, and culture(Fack286
and Landais viii. To Reduce or avoid Losses Resulting from Obsolescence or Expiration o When the inventory287
(products/machines/ materials, etc.) expiration date is close to completion, or when the stock is outdated due to288
the emergence of new models ”as in clothes,” corporations will try to get rid of it with the least economic losses,289
by donating the stock and achieving tax savings.290

12 Global Journal of Management and Business Research291

Volume XIX Issue II Version I Year 2019 ( ) D law of the State’s economic crimes.” Academics have advocated292
including the paying of taxes in CSR. For example, the American professor Avi-Yonah adamantly maintains that293
companies bear a social responsibility that includes loyally paying taxes. He also argues in favor of companies294
refraining from business transactions whose sole objective is to minimize taxes” (Avi-Yonah, 2014; Svernlöv,295
2016: 8). On the contrary, in previous years, calls for the development of tax laws in many countries of the world296
have emerged. Reform of tax systems calls for the need to change the Laws to conform to the strengthening297
requirements the idea of the practice of CSR by corporations through the creation of a system of incentives to298
achieve tax justice between the corporations and contributes to encouraging corporations to adopt the idea of299
social responsibility. For example, Jordanian Al-Rai newspaper published an article on 18 -11-2014 under the title”300
The private sector calls for legislation to stimulate the adoption of the idea of CSR.” Also, there were some actual301
initiatives in many countries aimed at reforming tax systems, for example, tax reform in France in 2003 about302
incentives for corporate giving\corporate philanthropy ??Lordemus, 2013: 16). The Sudaress website published303
an article in 2013 under the title ”Donations for Taxes.” This article was an invitation to the Sudanese government304
to develop the tax code to encourage taxpayers to donate as is the case in the United States. This article stressed305
the need to find a law that allows deducting the contributions of corporations and businessmen\businesswomen306
from the taxes imposed on them (Sudaress, 2013). To encourage taxpayers to contribute to charity and community307
service. In 2017, the Sultanate of Oman carried out tax reforms ”Amendment to the Tax Code” under Royal308
Decree No. 9/2017. Those reforms ncluded the tax treatment of donations. In-kind donations are as costs, that309
must be deducted when determining taxable income. Those amendments were as incentives for donors (Ministry310
of Finance\General Secretariat of Taxation ”Sultanate of Oman.” 2017).311

13 a) Tax Treatment Methods of Corporate Monetary and312

In-Kind Donations Corporate income tax laws differ from country to country, especially about how the tax313
treatment of monetary and in-kind donations incurred by corporations. In fact, all tax laws in this area cannot314
be studied for all countries of the world. All laws could not go beyond one of the following three scenarios:315
(1) Deducting the value of monetary and in-kind donations from the value of revenues ”in varying percentages316
according to the tax law of the State; where the rate of deduction varies from state to state” to determine the317
taxable income. Tax exemption according to this method is in the sense of deduction\reduction, and not in318
the sense of restoration\return. The value of such donations shall not be excluded from the total expenditures319
value ”by the granted tax exemption rate,” with no any tax exemptions in the sense of restoration\return. This320
method can be called the Method Of Society’s Rights And Then Government’s Rights (Tax Exemption In The321
Sense Of Deduction); (2) This method is similar to the previous method, but the exemption is in the sense of322
restoration\return and not the in the sense of deduction\reduction. According to this method, the tax treatment323
is by deducting the value of monetary and in-kind donations from the value of the income tax. This method can324
be called the Method Of Society’s Rights And Then Government’s Rights ”The Tax Exemptions In The Sense325
Of Restoration\Return.” This method may be rarely used in the countries of the world. This method means326
the restoration\return of the values of donations to corporations before fulfilling the rights of the government,”327
Before paying the value of the tax invoice, which is calculated without taking into account the value of donations328
when determining the taxable income, and reduced by the value of those donations ”; (3) Deduction of monetary329
and in-kind donations from distributable income after deduction of income tax. This method pays no attention330
to monetary and in-kind donations when determining the value of the tax invoice. This method can be called331
the Method Of Government’s Rights And Then Society’s Rights.332
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14 b) Types of Tax Exemption for Donations333

It is often misunderstood the meaning of tax exemption in exchange for monetary and in-kind donations. The334
tax exemption may be for reduction ” in taxable income” or for restoration\return ”through the final tax invoice,335
which is calculated without taking into account any donations” -according to the legal text. Both ”reduction336
and restoration\return” contribute to the reduction of the value of the tax invoice payable. But they differ in337
meaning and method of calculation. As a result of this similarity, the researcher sees the need to define the338
difference between the two terms to remove the state of ambiguity. As the deduction means a reduction in the339
value of taxable income by the number of donations or part of them. In other words, donations (or part thereof)340
are treated as other expenditures in the statement of income to determine the net accounting income, which341
represents the taxable income. While restoration\return means reducing the value of the tax invoice ”which is342
calculated without taking into account any donations” by the value of such monetary and inkind donations.343

15 c) The Method of Society’s Rights and then Government’s344

Rights (Tax Exemption in the Sense of Deduction)345

The method of society’s rights and then government’s rights (tax exemption in the sense of deduction) is the most346
widely used method in most corporate income tax laws; it is extensively used in many countries of the world.347
According to this method, corporate monetary and in-kind donations are considered as expenditures which must348
be deducted from revenues ”according to the deduction rate” to determine taxable income. This method allows349
deducting the value of monetary and in-kind donations from the value of revenue to determine the value of350
taxable income and the value of the tax invoice, if certain conditions are met in those donations, according to351
the tax law in force in the State. In other words, deduction of community rights” donations” from revenues and352
then deduction of income tax” government’s rights. ”The tax exemption according to this method is to reduce353
the value the tax invoice by reducing taxable income by the value of monetary and in-kind donations.354

d) Tax Saving and the Real Sacrifice Resulting from the Comparison Social expenditures” donations ” incurred355
by the corporations -which seek to achieve the profits-at the end of the accounting period are treated as other356
expenditures for the purpose of determining the value of the taxable income-in accordance with the traditional357
accounting approach -where donations contribute to reducing the value of the income tax that will be paid to358
the fiscal administration according to the law and tax regulation used in the State. Also, the non-mandatory359
social expenditures (in the field of corporate philanthropy) may contribute to achieving some tax reliefs (tax360
exemptions) for corporations. This incentive will lead to a reduction in the value of income tax-which must be361
paid to the IRS. As it’s known, donations are financial amounts incurred by the corporation for the purpose362
of contributing to the achievement of the social benefits for other parties in the society -within the framework363
of mutual benefits and the corporation. Thus, these expenditures will not contribute to producing the income364
nor achieving any direct economic benefits to these corporations such as the contribution of other expenditures365
(general and administrative expenditures, distribution and sale expenditures, manufacturing expenditures, etc.).366
Although social expenditures” donations” differ from the other expenditures incurred by the corporations in367
terms of the goal of the spending process, however, the accounting treatment of these expenditures in the368
income statement -for the purpose of determining taxable income -is not different from the treatment of other369
expenditures, according to the traditional accounting approach and the method of society’s rights and then370
government’s rights (tax exemption in the sense of deduction). As it is shown in the income statement, those371
expenditures are excluded from the value of revenues (to determine net accounting income). Generally, this372
treatment leads to a reduction in the value of taxable income resulting from such expenditures incurred by the373
corporation during the accounting period, and then a decrease in the value of the income tax paid to the fiscal374
administration. If the corporation did not incur any non-mandatory social expenditures” donations” during the375
ended accounting period, the value of the taxable income and the value of the income tax paid to the fiscal376
administration would be higher than the value of the taxable income and the value of the income tax paid to377
the fiscal administration in case the corporation incurred non-mandatory social expenditures during the ended378
accounting period. That is to say that, according to the hypothetical comparison, the corporation which incurs379
non-mandatory social expenditures will pay an income tax less than what will be paid, if it does not endure380
non-mandatory social expenditures. As a result of this, the corporation achieves a tax saving as a result of381
decreasing in the value of the taxable income resulting from the value of the non-mandatory social expenditures382
”donations.”383

Tax saving is (The value of the tax must be paid to the fiscal administration under the assumption that384
the corporation did not incur any non-mandatory social expenditures” donations during the ended accounting385
period) -(The value of the tax must be paid to the fiscal administration in the case that the corporation incurred386
non-mandatory social expenditures” donations” during the ended accounting period). Tax saving resulting from387
donations can be defined as follows: It is the amount of the decrease in the value of the income tax paid by388
the corporation to the fiscal administration on a definite financial period as a result of incurring non-mandatory389
social expenditures during that period. Also, it can be defined as the difference in value resulting from comparing390
the value of the income tax paid to the fiscal administration -under the assumption, that the corporation did not391
incur any non-mandatory social expenditures during the ended accounting period -with the value of the income392
tax paid to the fiscal administration in the case that the corporation incurred non-mandatory social expenditures393
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19 G) THE USUAL DISCLOSURE METHOD

during the ended accounting period. The hypothetical comparison method is used to indicate the paid amounts394
with the right hand and the collected amounts with the left hand. (Saleh,2018:85). The Real Sacrifice is the395
difference between the value of monetary and in-kind donations and the value of tax savings. The Real Sacrifice396
= The Monetary And In-Kind Donations -Tax Savings.397

The Hypothetical Comparison (a comparison depends on the assumption ”existence and nonexistence of a398
variable.” Comparison of the result in the presence of a variable with the result in the absence of that variable):399
The hypothetical comparison method is used to indicate the amounts paid by the right hand and the amounts400
taken by the left hand ” policy of giving by right hand and take by left hand or what is given by one hand is401
taken back by the other.” Comparison of the result in the presence of a variable with the result in the absence402
of that variable. This type is intended in this study. Comparison of the value of the income tax in the presence403
of monetary and in-kind donations with the value of income tax in the absence of such contributions. In other404
words, tax savings are the result of a comparison of the amount of the tax invoice payable (in the case of donations405
are incurred\made) with the amount of the tax invoice payable (in the case of donations are not incurred\made).406

16 e) A Hypothetical Example407

To indicate how to determine the value of tax savings and the value of real sacrifice resulting from the tax408
incentives granted to donors for their monetary and in-kind donations, the researcher suggests the following409
hypothetical example of a corporation, which can be considered as a hypothetical state that simulates” mimics”410
reality to a that the imposed the income the corporations in a country was % 40 of the value of taxable income.411
The state tax law allows deduction of the total value of monetary and in-kind donations from the value of412
revenues” as a tax incentive granted to donors.” The value of revenue achieved by that corporation during a413
financial period was $ 100000. The total value of expenditures incurred by that corporation during the same414
financial period was $ 60000 (including $ 10,000 the value of monetary donations, as follows: $ 4,000 the value415
of the contribution to the construction of a school for the people of the region.$ 3,000 the value of a monetary416
donation to a recognized charity.$ 3000 the value of the contribution in the public hospitals maintaining. By417
relying on these data, the value of tax savings and real sacrifice can be determined, as in table 1. Through the418
results listed in the table above, it can be argued that, when the corporation incurred donations at a value $419
10000, it achieved a tax saving at a value $4000. Achieving tax savings means that the real sacrifice incurred420
by that company is a value of $ 6000, not a value of $10,000. As government revenue from taxes reduced by $421
4,000 due to those donations, this is what can be called compulsory partnership. Where the total value of the422
donations is the result of two contributions are a voluntary contribution (by the corporation at a value $ 6000) ;423
and a compulsory contribution (by the government at a value $ 4000).424

17 f) The Government as a Forced Partner425

The careful analysis of the relationship between donations and tax incentives reveals a state of compulsory426
partnership between the government and donors. That partnership is by tax law. Corporate income tax laws427
in most countries of the world allow deducting of donations from revenues ”taxable income.” This tax treatment428
results in a decrease in the value of the tax invoice payable to the tax authority. Deducting of donations from429
revenues means a reduction in government tax revenues by the amount of that earned tax savings by corporations430
as an incentive to431

18 Global Journal of Management and Business Research432

Volume XIX Issue II Version I Year 2019 ( ) D encourage them to make more voluntary contributions in future433
periods. The tax savings achieved by corporations in exchange for their charitable are equal the amount such434
a reduction in the value of government revenues from taxes. Achieving tax savings means that the value of435
donations paid by corporations is not equal to the real sacrifice incurred by those corporations. The total amount436
of voluntary contributions will represent the actual voluntary contribution ”real sacrifice” by the corporation437
(which is equal to the value of contributions actually paid -the value of tax savings) in addition to the compulsory438
contribution of the government (which is the value of the decrease in income tax, and which is equal to the value439
of tax savings achieved by corporations). The compulsory partnership is result of a decline in the value of440
contributions paid due to tax savings achieved by corporations and, which represents the amount of the decline441
in the value of government revenues from taxes as a result of tax incentives granted to corporations.442

19 g) The Usual Disclosure Method443

Publication of news for advertising and publicity ”propaganda ” in the media about monetary and in-444
kind donations is different from accounting disclosure in the financial statements and reports. Advertising445
and publicity are intended to inform people that there is a donation process made by a corporation,446
businessman\businesswoman or wealthy man\woman to send a message to the public that, that rich or that447
corporation is a good citizen who strives to do good in the society in which he\she\it lives\operates. These448
advertising campaigns often hide behind them a lot of interests and purposes, which the donor seeks to449
achieve, whether they are legitimate or not. Also, advertisements may be false and baseless, for example,450
The Information Center of the Council of Ministers-in the Republic of Egypt, denied on Thursday, 22 Nov.451
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2018, what was published about the donation of a businessman to build 1000 schools for the Ministry of452
Education. The Information Center said that, through its communication with the Ministry of Education453
and Technical Education, which denied the news. Where the ministry confirmed that it had not received454
any donations from any businessman on the construction of some schools for the ministry. The ministry455
said that all news were rumors, that this alleged news were unfounded. And that the Ministry wishes the456
contribution of businessmen\businesswomen and civil society in this project (Almasryalyoum, 2018). As well as,457
the announcement of donation does not mean the commitment to implement it by the donor. The donors-after458
announcing their donations, may back down on their donation decisions. For example, Akhbar 24 Newspaper”459
News of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 24-hours ” on August 11, 2018, published the case of a businessman460
retracted his donation decision to the Orphan Care Society for 20 million riyals and the reasons for retreat461
”retraction” on earlier promises (Akhbar 24, August 11, 2018).462

Based on the foregoing, the following three facts can be inferred: The announcement of donations in the media463
does not mean that donation processes have been made; The announcement of donations in the media does not464
impose any legal obligation on the donor in the event of a decline ”retraction non-fulfillment ” in the decisions465
of the donation; The media hype about donations may conceal intentions ”moral/immoral” that the public will466
not understand.467

While the accounting disclosure of monetary and in-kind donations used by corporations means proving and468
recording the donations in the book group, the financial statements ”the statement of income” and the tables469
and reports attached to the financial statements for the financial period ended in a more detailed manner.470
Contributions ”donations” during the financial period are shown as a total amount -included as a balance in471
the contributions account, in the income statement. While the detailed data and full information about those472
contributions appear in the tables and reports attached to the financial statements. These tables include the473
value of each donation and the type of donation” monetary contributions\in-kind contributions”, payment method474
”Cash/check”, recipients of donations and their addresses and permanent headquarters, Communication tools475
with recipients” telephone numbers\mail boxes ”postboxes”\permanent headquarters location: state, city, area476
,and street”. Purpose of donation. Disclosure is all detailed data that give the readers of the financial statements477
full knowledge about that total amount of contributions appearing in the income statement. It should be noted478
that there is a difference between the process of accounting proving ”recording” and the process of accounting479
disclosure. Proving in accounting books is the recording of financial transactions-after they are completed, by480
relying on a set of supporting documents. Disclosure means providing all the detailed data on these transactions to481
create sufficient knowledge about them for the readers of the financial statements. The following is a hypothetical482
casesimulates the reality, which describes how familiar accounting disclosure about donations in most corporations483
of the world. Assuming that: Total value of the donations account balance of Green Mountain Company for the484
beverage industry -Benghazi -Libya, for the financial period ended on 31 December 2018 was $ 20000. This value485
is a total amount of three donations made during the financial period ended, its detailed data as follows:(1) $486
6,000 is the value of a donation for the maintenance of a public school in the city of Benghazi, the value was paid487
by a check ”check number 23434543. (2) $ 7000 The value of a donation to build a bridge in the city of Benghazi,488
the value was paid by a check ”check number 23439993. ”A number of payment authorization is 77767. The489
Municipality of Benghazi received the value on 3 May 2018. In addition to the means of communication with490
the Municipality of Benghazi ”Phone Numbers\Email\Mailbox”; (3) $ 7000 The value of a donation to for the491
maintenance of a public hospital in the city of Benghazi, the value paid by a check ”check number 23555543.492
”A number of payment authorization is 89867. The of Health Benghazi received the value on August 2018. In493
addition to the means of communication with the Ministry of Health ”Phone Numbers\Email\Mailbox”; (4) The494
company’s revenues during 2018 were $ 200,000. The company’s expenses during 2018 were $ 90,000 ”without495
the value of donations.” Suppose that the tax rate imposed on the income of the corporations in a country was496
% 40 of the value of taxable income.497

Based on the above mentioned financial data, the manner of usual accounting disclosure by companies can be498
determined as in table 2.499

Green Mountain Company For The Beverage Industry -Benghazi -Libya Income Statement for the Financial500
Period Ended On 31 December 2018 For the accurate evaluation of the total amounts in the financial statements,501
it is necessary to have detailed data on those amounts. This aim is achieved only through what is known as502
accounting disclosure, using the tables ”detailed accounts recorded in general ledgers and subsidiary ledgers,”503
notes and interpretations attached to those statements. Regarding the accounting disclosure of the value of504
donations can be presented as in table 3.505

20 Green Mountain Company for the Beverage Industry -506

Benghazi -Libya507

Balance of Donations Account on 31 December 2018508

21 D509

According to the researcher’s belief, in the absence of tax incentives granted to donors -which are permitted by510
the State Tax Code, or before paying the value of the tax invoice” before tax treatment of donations ” in the511
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24 A) THE OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

presence of such tax incentives, this amount of accounting disclosure can be accepted. However, after the tax512
treatment of donations and the acquisition of these incentives and the payment of the value of the tax Invoice513
cannot admit this amount of disclosure because it does not contain the value of the tax savings and real sacrifice514
incurred by corporations in order to interact with the issues and aspirations of the communities in which they515
operate.516

22 IV.517

23 Highlight the Problem518

To describe the problem of this study in a way that helps to understand its nature through the logical discussion,519
the researcher defined the discussion style by dividing it into two separate parts: the first part relates to the520
nature of the relationship between monetary and in-kind donations and tax incentives, and the second part521
associated with the implications of that relationship. 1) First: The nature of the relationship between donations522
and tax incentives. The relationship between donations and tax incentives is not apparent ”hidden relationship”523
and can only be deduced through the hypothetical comparison. This relationship may be the reason why there524
is no literature on this relationship and also accounting standards that govern how to disclose that relationship525
in financial reports and statements. As a result, companies rely on the usual disclosure method of monetary526
and in-kind donations ”disclosure without reference to the relationship between donations and tax incentives.”527
2) Second: The implications of that relationship.528

Most tax laws in most countries of the world allow deduction of monetary and in-kind donations from revenues529
”taxable income” as a tax incentive to encourage donors to make more donations. This tax treatment results in530
a decrease in the value of the tax invoice payable to the tax authority because of that treatment. This treatment531
results in a tax benefit ”tax saving” for the donor, whether a corporation or a businessman. As a result of these532
tax gains ”tax savings,” government tax revenues will be reduced by the amount of those savings. Also, the values533
of donations made by donors will not reflect the value of the real sacrifice paid as a donation, because donors534
achieve ”acquire” tax savings. This tax treatment produces the following effects: (1) The emergence of what535
can be called a mandatory partnership between the government and the donor. Where a part of the monetary536
and in-kind donations will be incurred by the donor and another part incurred by the government through the537
decline in tax revenues by the amount of that part. (2) achieving economic gains ”tax saving” for donors. Those538
gains are hidden and can only be deduced by hypothetical comparison. (3) The values of donations paid do not539
reflect the real sacrifice that donors make because of those tax savings ”economic gains.”540

As a result of this relationship among the values of donations paid, tax gains and government revenues from541
taxation, disclosure by the traditional method” familiar disclosure” referred to above in this study may not meet542
the requirements and criteria for comprehensive disclosure of such contributions. The traditional method may543
not be considered the optimal method of disclosure. It will not include any data on tax savings and real sacrifices,544
and thus it may contribute to reducing the quality of the evaluation process by all parties interested in evaluating545
and studying the social performance of corporations in the field of interaction with the issues and ambitions and546
aspirations of communities.547

24 a) The Objectives of the Study548

In recent years and in many countries of the world, governments have become aware of the importance of corporate549
donations and their role in economic and social development within societies. As a result of this importance,550
legislative bodies in the field of taxation in those countries, have embarked on reforms in tax laws relating to the551
tax treatment of donations by providing the tax incentives to encourage corporations to continue in philanthropy.552
These tax incentives result in the acquisition of tax savings ”economic gains” in favor of the donor. Tax savings553
are gains for donors ”corporations/businessmen,” and economic sacrifices incurred by the government, which are554
equivalent to the amount of reduction in its tax revenues as a result of those contributions. Accordingly, it can be555
said that there is a state of compulsory partnership that accompanies donation activities. As the government can556
be considered a forced partner (by law) to bear part of those donations. The relationship between tax incentives557
and donations is a hidden relationship that cannot be easily understood. The hidden relationship may be the558
reason why this relationship is not highlighted during the disclosure of monetary and inkind donations in reports559
and financial statements.560

Developments in the income tax law about the tax treatment of donations have not been accompanied by561
similar developments in the accounting disclosures of such contributions. The traditional disclosure methods562
used by corporations do not refer to the economic gains achieved by the donor and the economic sacrifices563
incurred by the government. These gains contribute to a reduction in the real value of donations paid ”real564
sacrifice” incurred by corporations and also reduce government revenues from taxes. These decreases in the value565
of the sacrifices are considered to be of high importance to the users of financial statements and statements. As a566
result, the researcher believes that the dependence of the disclosure process on recording the values of donations567
paid without reference to economic gains (whether with intent or not) in the financial statements and reports will568
be inconsistent with the requirements and standards of comprehensive ”full” disclosure. This measure will also569
affect the quality of the disclosure process. The usual methods contribute to inflating the figures of donations570
in the financial statements and and thus deceive the users of those statements and the evaluators of the social571
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performance of corporations. Based on the above, in the context of enriching the thought of accounting for572
corporate social responsibility, as well as in the context of improving the quality of social performance evaluation573
of corporations that will depend mainly on the quality of the disclosure process, the objective of this study can574
be defined as follows: A statement of the hidden relationship between tax incentives and donations; A statement575
on how the monetary and in-kind donations are disclosed in the financial statements and reports in order to be576
consistent with accounting disclosure standards and requirements in light of the relationship between donations577
and tax incentives to improve the quality of the disclosure process and thus improve the quality of the social578
performance evaluation process.579

25 b) The Importance of Study580

The application of the idea of this study by corporations will contribute to improving the quality of the disclosure581
process of monetary and in-kind donations and thus improve the quality of the process of evaluating corporate582
social performance.583

26 c) The methodology of the study584

To show the meaning of the two terms ”tax savings” and ”the real sacrifice” resulting from the tax incentives, as585
well as to explain how the comprehensive disclosure of monetary and in-kind donations in the financial statements586
and reports, in the presence of such tax incentives, the researcher will use hypothetical numbers for an income587
statement for a corporation that simulates ”mimics” reality to a large extent to show how to determine the tax588
saving and real sacrifice. As well as, a statement on how the comprehensive disclosure of donations. And the589
use of the results of this treatment to promote the controversial discussion that will be raised by the researcher590
to support the idea of this study, which lies in need to develop the process of disclosure of monetary and inkind591
donations to be more comprehensive.592

27 V. Solve the Problem ”A Justified View”593

There is no doubt that the traditional method used by corporations to disclose donations, no longer meets the594
requirements of full disclosure of these social contributions, especially after referring to the issue of the hidden595
relationship between donations and tax incentives. Comprehensive disclosure of monetary and in-kind donations596
means providing all financial and nonfinancial data in detail to the users of financial statements and reports for597
the purpose of improving the quality of the process of evaluating the corporate social performance in the field of598
interaction with the issues and aspirations of the communities in which they work, as well as in order to verify599
the validity of those contributions.600

28 a) Financial data601

There are three financial values that must be disclosed in the tables and reports attached to the financial602
statements: The value of donations actually paid by corporation; The value of the tax saving ”economic gain”603
achieved by corporation in return for the charitable donations; The value of the real sacrifice incurred by the604
corporation (the worth of contributions actually paid-the value of tax saving). There is no doubt that each value605
has a utility in the process of evaluating the social performance of corporations, which can be reviewed as follows:606

1) The worth of donations paid by the corporation.607
Regardless of any economic gains ”tax savings” achieved by corporations from the activities of donations,608

this value will indicate the amount of economic sacrifice ” the sacrifice of the corporation and the sacrifice of609
the government” incurred to produce a certain amount of social benefits for the benefit of society. Those social610
benefits achieved for the benefit of society were produced by a certain amount of money. In other words, there611
is a certain amount of social benefits that must be produced by a certain amount of money ”which is the value612
of donations paid by the corporation.”613

2) The value of tax saving ”economic gain” achieved by the corporation in return for the charitable donations.614
This value represents the economic gain achieved by the corporation in return for their charitable donations.615
Through this value can know the real sacrifice incurred by corporations to fulfill its social responsibility towards616
the community in which it operates, as well as the amount of shortfall ”reduction” in government revenues from617
taxes.618

3) The value of the real sacrifice incurred by the corporation. This value indicates the amount of economic619
sacrifice that corporations incur to fulfill the requirements of their social responsibility towards their communities620
in which they operate. It refers to the amount of real reduction ”shortage” in corporate assets. As the donations621
value paid by donor corporations does not 1 2 3622

1© 2019 Global Journals 1
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28 A) FINANCIAL DATA

1

The Tax Exemption In The
Assuming That The Sense Of Deduction, Under

A Statement Corporation Did Not Incur Any The Assumption That The
Donations During A Financial Corporation Incurred
Period Donations During A Financial

Period
Revenues $ 100000 $ 100000
Expenditures $ 50000 $ 50000
Donations $ 10000
Taxable income $ 50000 $ 40000
Income Tax ”Tax invoice
value”

$ 20000 $ 16000

Tax savings $ 4000
( $ 20000 -$ 16000 )
A real sacrifice
( $ 10000 -$ 4000 ) $ 6000

Figure 1: Table 1 :

2

Account / Statement Value
Revenues $ 200000
Expenses $ 90000
Donations $ 20000
Income Before Taxes $ 90000

Figure 2: Table 2 :
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3

Year 2019
Volume XIX
Issue II Ver-
sion I
( )
Global Jour-
nal of Man-
agement and
Business Re-
search

Description of the Dona-
tion The Maintenance Of
A Public School In The
City Of Benghazi To Build
A Bridge In The City Of
Benghazi The Maintenance

Value $ 6,000 $ $ 7000 Check
Num-
ber
23434543
23439993

Number
of
Pay-
ment
Au-
tho-
riza-
tion
55567
77767

Recipient The Min-
istry Of Education In
Benghazi On 3 March
2018 The Municipality
Of Benghazi On 3 May
2018 The Ministry Of

Of A Public Hospital In
The

$ 7000 2355554389867 Health In Benghazi
On August 7, 2018

City Of Benghazi
Total $ 20000

Figure 3: Table 3 :
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.1 b) Non-Financial Data

.1 b) Non-Financial Data623

Non-financial data are to prove the validity of donation operations to ascertain the credibility of charitable624
activities and their conformity with the conditions stipulated in the tax law. They are often needed by regulatory625
bodies such as check number, a number of payment authorization in addition to the means of communication626
with the recipient ”phone numbers\email\mailbox, etc.627

By using the data in the above example, the researcher showed how to make a disclosure of monetary and628
in-kind donations, as in table ??.629

Green Mountain Company for the Beverage Industry -Benghazi -Libya Balance of Donations Account on 31630
December 2018631

.2 Conclusion632

This study showed the hidden relationship between donations and tax incentives, as well as the effects of this633
relationship. That relationship is not taken into account when disclosing monetary and in-kind contributions by634
corporations. Given the importance of this relationship and its impact on the quality of the evaluation process of635
corporate social performance. The disclosure of contributions in the financial statements by the usual ”common”636
method no longer meets the requirements for a comprehensive disclosure of such donations in the presence of637
that relationship. And to address this deficiency, this study showed how to disclose these donations to include638
all the financial data that will contribute to improving the quality of the disclosure process and thus ameliorate639
the quality of the process of evaluating the social performance of corporations.640
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